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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) based systems are vul-

nerable to various cyber-attacks and need advanced and smart

techniques in order to achieve their security. In the FedCSIS

2023 big-data competition, participants are asked to construct

scoring models to detect whether anomalous operating systems

were under attack by using logs from IoT devices. These log

files  are  variable-length sequences  with high cardinality  fea-

tures. Through in-depth and detailed analysis, we find out con-

cise and efficient methods to handle these huge volumes, vari-

ety, and veracity of data. On the basis of this, we create detec-

tion rules using the fundamental knowledge of mathematical

statistics  and  train  gradient  boosting  machine  (GBM) based

classifier  for attack detection.  Experimental  and competition

results prove the effectiveness of our proposed methods. Our fi-

nal AUC score is 0.9999 on the private leaderboard.

Index Terms—Internet of Things; Cyber security; Machine

Learning;  Variable-length  Sequences;  High-cardinality  Fea-

tures

I. INTRODUCTION

NTERNET of Things (IoT) plays an essential role in re-

mote monitoring and control operations. IoT based sys-

tems are widely used in the fields of environment, home au-

tomation, healthcare, smart grid, transportation, agriculture,

military, surveillance, etc. In 2023, the number of devices

connected to networks is expected to be 3 times higher than

the  global  population  [1].  With  the  IoT,  sensors  collect,

communicate, analyze, and act on information. This offers

new ways  for  technology,  media  and  telecommunications

businesses to create value. But it also creates new opportuni-

ties for that information to be compromised. The IoT con-

nect  systems,  applications,  data  storage,  and  services  be-

come a new gateway for cyber-attacks as they continuously

offer  services  but  lack of  adequate  security  protection.  In

2020, nearly 1.5 billion cyber-attacks on IoT devices were

reported [1]. These attacks may steal important and sensitive

information that causes economic and societal damages. To

address critical challenges related to the authentication and

secure communication of IoT, many people (such as Jarosz

et al.[2]) have developed various authentication and key ex-

change protocols for IoT devices. But software piracy and

malware attacks remain high risks to compromise the secu-

rity of IoT. This brings with it a particular challenge: secur-

ing IoT based systems against cyber-attacks.

I

In the FedCSIS 2023 challenge: Cybersecurity Threat De-

tection in the Behavior of IoT Devices [3], participants are

asked to construct scoring models to detect whether anoma-

lous operating systems were under attack by using logs from

IoT devices. This competition has important theoretical and

practical value for increasing IoT cyber security. It provides

rich and detailed data for participants to analyze cyber-at-

tacks from various perspectives and to train and test their

models. Thereby we can understand attacker's intent, learn

their behavior, and track the tactics, techniques, and proce-

dures that they utilize to achieve their goals. We believe that

all  predictive  models  thoughtfully  and  elaborately  con-

structed by each participant will definitely help to detect at-

tacks as early as possible, determine the scope of the com-

promise  rapidly  and  predict  how  they  will  progress,  and

eventually empower organizations to better respond to at-

tacks.

In  the  past  decade,  traditional  machine  learning  tech-

niques (such as Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, K-

Nearest Neighbor, Random Forests, Naive Bayes, etc.) have

been widely used by the cyber security community to auto-

matically  identify IoT attacks.  Many papers  (such as  [4])

have provided various reference implementation on state-of-

the-art  machine  learning methods  for  data  preprocessing,

feature  engineering, model fitting, and ensemble blending.

And paper [5] discusses in detail the existing machine learn-

ing and deep learning solutions for addressing different se-

curity problems in IoT networks. However, with the contin-

uous expansion and evolution of IoT applications, attacks on

these IoT applications continue to grow rapidly.

The complexity and quantity of attacks push for more ef-

ficient detection methods. In the recent years, deep learning

techniques have been used in an attempt to build more reli-

able systems. For example, Martin Kodys et al. proposed a

novel  solution  which  deployed  two  CNN  architectures

(ResNet-50 and EfficientNet-B0) on the same data to ob-

serve how their performance differs to detect the intrusion

attacks against IoT devices [6]. Kumar Saurabh et al. devel-

oped Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) models

based on variants of LSTMs (namely, stacked LSTM and

bidirectional  LSTM and  validated  their  performance)  [7].

Compared with traditional machine learning, the deep learn-

ing brings an end-to-end approach combining feature selec-

tion and classification which can speed up the defense re-

sponse  against  the  fast-evolving  cyber-attacks.  However,

some  authors  declare  that  deep  learning  methods  have

proved far better than the traditional machine learning mod-

els in terms of accuracy, precision with the ability to handle
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large  amounts  of  data,  and the  inability  to  scale  the  data

poses a large limitation to the extensive use of any conven-

tional machine learning model [7]. This is not always the

case.

In this competition, we apply basic data processing ap-

proaches,  and  leverage  the  feature  selection  and  model

building methods mentioned in our  ICME2023 paper  [8],

combined with fundamental knowledge of mathematical sta-

tistics for cyber security threat detection. Our methods are

fast  and  accurate,  and  achieve  near-perfect  prediction  re-

sults. Our work provides examples for processing large scale

data and extracting effective features to get better detection

accuracy with less computational cost.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces

data analysis and processing methods. Section III applies ba-

sic knowledge of mathematical statistics to construct rules

for attack detection. Section IV discusses how to perform

feature selection and build binary classification models for

threat prediction. Section V explains the experiment design

and presents the results of the experiments. Section VI dis-

cusses the pros and cons of our proposed approaches and

suggests future research directions.

II. DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

The available training data and test data in this competi-

tion contain 15027 and 5017 log files respectively. Each log

file includes 40 fields and it contains 1-minute logs of all re-

lated  system  calls.  There  are  a  total  of  28,339,158  and

10,060,209 lines of records in the training and test sets, re-

spectively. The size of the data set is over 21.4 gigabytes.

Therefore, one of the main tasks of this competition is to an-

alyze  and  process  these  data  efficiently  and  thereby  con-

struct effective features for attack detection.

In the training set, 522 files were identified as being under

attack. Therefore, the chance of cyber-attack is 3.47375%.

After the end of the competition, the organizer published the

labels  of  the test  set  for  the participants to do further re-

search. There are 176 files which are under attack in the test

set. It seems that the data set is divided by a "stratified K-

Fold" manner to let the test set has the same proportion of

target variable as the entire data set.

Among the 40 fields, 17 fields only have unique values

(for example, 'SYSCALL_arch' always equals to 'aarch64').

These  fields  are  useless.  Besides,  (1)  'SYSCALL_time-

stamp' indicates the number of milliseconds relating to the

datetime 2023-04-12-00:00:00. It should not be used for pre-

diction,  otherwise  it  will  cause  over-fitting.  (2)  Column

'SYSCALL_exit'  and  'SYSCALL_exit_hint'  take  almost

similar values, so column 'SYSCALL_exit_hint' can be ig-

nored.

For the remaining columns, we split their values into the

smallest units. We call these smallest units "basic items". It

is obvious that every unique combination of basic items rep-

resents a new kind of attribute, which can dramatically in-

crease the amount of data. These will cause the high cardi-

nality problem which means that there can be many possible

values for  a  single  column.  To solve the high cardinality

problem, a simple and straightforward approach is to subdi-

vide the content of each column, and left the problem of dig-

ging the correlations between these basic items to the subse-

quent algorithms. Take the following line of record as an ex-

ample:
53824,aarch64,openat,yes,6.0,ps,/usr/bin/ps,>systemd>/usr/sbin/
cron>/usr/sbin/cron>/bin/sh>/usr/bin/bash,"['/proc/uptime', 
'/proc/meminfo', '/proc', '/proc/647524/status']", "['/lib/aarch64-
linux-gnu/libprocps.so.8', '/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libdl.so.2', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libsystemd.so.0', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/librt.so.1', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/liblzma.so.5', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libzstd.so.1', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/liblz4.so.1', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libgcrypt.so.20', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libpthread.so.0', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libgpg-error.so.0', 
'/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libnss_files.so.2']",root,root,6,649165,0,0,0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,[],,,,,/usr/bin/ps,,

We  split  the  content  of  field  'PROCESS_PATH'
(column 7) into the following small items:

systemd

/usr/sbin/cron

/bin/sh

/usr/bin/bash

and 'CUSTOM_openFiles' (column 8) into these items:

/proc/uptime

/proc/meminfo

/proc

/proc/647524/status

and 'CUSTOM_libs' (column 9) into these items:

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libprocps.so.8

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libdl.so.2

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libsystemd.so.0

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/librt.so.1

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/liblzma.so.5

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libzstd.so.1

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/liblz4.so.1

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libgcrypt.so.20

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libpthread.so.0

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libgpg-error.so.0

/lib/aarch64-linux-gnu/libnss_files.so.2

As  for  the  columns  'SYSCALL_exit'  (column  4)   and

'SYSCALL_pid' (column 13), since 'exit code' and 'pid' take

a very large range of values, we use the simple method of

data binning to combine every 100 values into one group.

After this, we count the occurrence of each basic item in the

training log files and in files which are under attack, respec-

tively. Examples of the obtained statistics are shown in Ta-

ble 1.
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Table 1. Example of statistical analysis results of column 2

('SYSCALL_syscall')

Under attack times Total occurrence  Items

491 14199 write

132 3521 exit

266 8123 bind

517 14942 exit_group

514 14701 socket

515 14939 execve

0 19 kill

520 14977 openat

501 14406 connect

522 15026 close

517 14956 clone

517 14962 mmap

0 51 listen

519 14963 munmap

0 49 bpf

These results can be further applied to construct detection
rules and create features for classification.

III. BUILDING RULES FOR ATTACK DETECTION

List  all  the  basic  items with  attacked  chance  equal  to
100% and number of occurrences >= 5 and are not included
in other items, we can get the following list:

Table 2. Rules used for attack detection

Colum

n index

Occurrence

in training set

Occurrence in

test set

Items

8 169 18 /proc/647524/stat

8 145 50 /proc/573203/stat

8 106 45 /proc/671015/stat

8 59 54 /proc/600849/stat

13 6 1 [576000000-

576099999]

13 5 1 [574500000-

574599999]

From the list we can find that basic item "/proc/647524/

stat" appears 169 times in different log files, and all these

files are identified as being under attack. From this we can

infer that if a log file contains "/proc/647524/stat", it defi-

nitely indicates a cyber-attack has occurred.

Suppose "/proc/647524/stat" is an ordinary event, then the

probability  that  "/proc/647524/stat"  consecutively  occurs

169 times in and only in the attacked files is 0.0347^169 =

0. According to the impossibility principle of small proba-

bility events, a small probability event is practically impos-

sible to happen in a single trial. And once it does happen, we

can  reasonably  reject  the  null  hypothesis.  In  fact,  it  only

needs five consecutive occurrences, then we can reasonably

infer that an event has close relationship with cyber-attack.

By applying the above 6 rules, we are able to accurately

detect 169 compromised files from the test set.

Furthermore, using the same method, we can confirm that

4003 files are secure (i.e., there are no attack events in these

log files).

Applying these simple rules for threat prediction yields an

AUC = 0.9985 on the test set.

IV. FEATURE SELECTION AND MODEL BUILDING

The aforementioned rule-based intrusion detection meth-

ods use only a small fraction of the data and cannot take ad-

vantage of the complex nonlinear relationships between var-

ious features. In this section we apply the sequential floating

forward and backward (SFFB) feature selection method [8]

for feature selection, and train a binary classification model

based on GBM for attack prediction.

When  creating  features,  we  use  the  target  encoding

method to replace the categorical values with the mean of

the target variable, and introduce a smoothing parameter to

regularize towards the unconditional mean. We found this to

be helpful in improving the predictive performance of the

subsequent algorithms. We also find that the "K-fold target

encoding" preferred by many people cannot mitigate over

fitting risks. In fact, for high cardinality features "K-fold tar-

get encoding" method will lead to serious data leakage. This

can be easily verified.

After feature encoding, we calculate the maximum, mini-

mum and average chance of being attacked of each field.

We also count their  number of the contained basic items.

Subsequently, these features are concatenated to form a fea-

ture set of equal length. We then use SFFB method to select

features. The optimal subsets selected by the SFFB method

are  somewhat  random.  In  most  cases,  the  selected subset

will only contain 10 features, such as:

PROCESS_comm_count, PROCESS_exe_count,
PROCESS_PATH_mean, CUSTOM_openFiles_max,
CUSTOM_openFiles_min, SYSCALL_pid_min, 
SYSCALL_pid_mean, SYSCALL_pid_count,
PROCESS_name_mean, PROCESS_name_count.

*_max, *_min and *_mean means the maximum, mini-

mum and  average  attacked  chance  of  the  fields.  *_count

means the number of basic items of the fields.

Training a GBM model with these 10-dimensional  fea-

tures leads to a classification result of AUC=0.9997 on the

test set. Figure. 1 shows the gain contribution of these fea-

tures.

V. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Cybersecurity  threat  detection  always  is  a  majority-mi-

nority classification problem. Class imbalance in the dataset

can dramatically skew the performance of classifiers. There-

fore a reliable cross-validation method is essential to train a

good classifier.
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In our experiments, we estimate the performance of the

classifier by using 3-fold cross-validation. At each fold, we

completely hide the validation set when processing data and

performing feature engineering. The average AUC score of

3-fold cross-validation is 0.9997 in local test. However, the

classifiers trained in this way cannot achieve optimal scores

on the public leaderboard. In fact, when the score of local

CV is greater than 0.998, the changing trends of the local

CV score  is  not  consistent  with  the  trends  of  the  public

leader-board. To address this problem, we randomly select

2/3 of the data from the training set at a time to train several

classifiers, and then weighted averaging the prediction result

of each classifier. In this way, we try to eliminate the effects

of class imbalance and sample bias.

Finally, we ensemble the results obtained from the rules
prediction  with  those  predicted  by  the  GBM  model,  and
achieve an AUC score 0.9999 on the private  leaderboard.
After the organizer published the labels of the test set, we
found  that  by  correctly  ensembling  the  prediction  results
from  sections  3  and  4,  we  could  obtain  an  AUC  score
0.99995  on  the  test  set.  This  is  equivalent  to  the  total
accuracy can up to 99.88%. The ensemble method is:

1. If rule-based prediction results are equal to 1, then:

ensemble results = 0.85 + 0.15*GBM prediction results.

2. If rule-based prediction results are equal to 0, then:

ensemble results = 0.15*GBM prediction results.

3. Otherwise,

ensemble results = GBM prediction results

The total time (includes data processing, feature construc-

tion, feature selection, classifier training, and target predic-

tion) required to obtain this result on our i7-10700 desktop is

less than 30 minutes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this cyber security threat detection challenge, we only

apply  the  fundamental  methods  of  machine  learning,  but

achieve near-perfect detection results. Many big-data com-

petition participants like to apply ready-to-use GBM or deep

learning frameworks. They prefer the end-to-end approaches

that automates data processing, feature selection and classi-

fication，and expect to get good answers just by tuning the

parameters. But our experiments show that each algorithm

has a different application scenario.

In this competition, we conduct in-depth, detailed analysis

of the massive-volumes data, and propose concise and effi-

cient methods to process these data. (A significant portion of

our work is C++ programming. To master the methodolo-

gies and techniques of contemporary C++ in the age of new

technologies and challenges, one can start by reading paper

[9].) Our proposed approaches are useful for solving vari-

able-length,  high-dimensional  and  high-cardinality  prob-

lems.

However, our detection method still has obvious limita-

tions: it is good at detecting known attacks but may fail at

detecting attacks which have not been seen before. As more

and more IoT devices are added, the potential for new and

unknown threats grows exponentially. For this reason, an in-

telligent security framework for IoT networks must be de-

veloped that can identify such threats (e.g., detect any anom-

aly which rises from any deviation from normal behavior of

the IoT network, or monitor network traffic to identify po-

tential  threats).  In  these  research  directions,  conventional

machine learning methods will still play an important role.
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